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Abstract: In the past few decades, the proportion of business news compared to general news has increased tremendously across all media platforms in Africa. While the critical role played by business journalism is recognised, little is known about the people who write and report such news. Most studies on business journalism have tended to focus on analysing the content of business news, rather than the specific processes through which business journalists are socialised and trained. The findings of this study are drawn mainly from in-depth interviews with business reporters and editors at two leading newspapers in Ethiopia, The Ethiopian Reporter and The Addis Fortune. Two major findings emerge from the study data. First, business journalists vary in their educational and professional backgrounds, as well as the reasons for working on this beat. Second, the majority of them have no prerequisite formal education and training in business journalism. The study recommends that business reporting should become an integral component of journalism education and training programmes in order to adequately prepare journalists for effective coverage of business issues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The professional socialization and training of business journalists remains an underdeveloped area of research in Africa. A lot of studies conducted so far have tended to devote more effort to content analysis, examining how the business press report specific issues and events. For example, Kariithi and Kareithi (2007) did a critical discourse analysis of media coverage of the anti-privatization strike of 2002 in South Africa, Kula (2004) investigated the coverage of inflation news by the South African print media while Manda and Chirwa (2007) examined budget reporting trends in Ethiopian media. Considering the increased growth and importance of business reporting across media platforms in Africa in the last decade and the contributions business journalists make to the debate surrounding the political economy of host nations, research on the professional socialization and training of such group of specialized reporters remains a worthwhile area of inquiry.

The present study explores the professional socialization and training of business reporters in Ethiopia. The objective is to understand the process by which people become specialized business news reporters. The study addressed the following key questions:

1. What motivates journalists in Ethiopia to venture into business reporting?
2. What processes do the journalists follow to become specialized reporters?
3. What mentoring process do they undergo?
4. What education and training do the journalists possess?
5. What education and training do the reporters believe is needed to effectively report about business?

Business reporting at The Ethiopian Reporter and The Addis Fortune newspapers

The Ethiopian Reporter and The Addis Fortune are the only two private weekly English newspapers in Ethiopia that survived government suppressions since 1993. The Ethiopian Reporter is the oldest private newspaper in Ethiopia. It was established in September 1995 as Media and communications private limited company (PLC) by the former Tigrean Peoples Liberation Front Rebel veteran and State media official, Amare Aregawi. The Addis Fortune, owned by Young journalist and entrepreneur, Tamrat Gebregiorgis, was established in late 1990s under the mother Independent News and Media PLC. The Ethiopian Reporter and The Addis Fortune define and dominate business reporting in Ethiopia. The two newspapers were appropriate for the study because they covered more business issues and in greater detail than other media organizations in Ethiopia. Furthermore, they were significant as they had set up business desks alongside other regular news beats such as politics, entertainment and sports.
The papers had deployed full time staff for the business desks both at their main offices in the capital city of Ethiopia, Addis Ababa and both have no branches outside the capital. They also enjoyed the highest circulation and readership in Ethiopia. At the time of the study, The Ethiopian Reporter and The Addis Fortune had a weekly circulation of 5,000 and 3,000 respectively (BirhanenaSelam Printing Press, March 2020). The business desk at The Ethiopian Reporter was set up in 2000 and in 2005 for The Addis Fortune. The Ethiopian Reporter has an average of half of the total pages, depending on the number of pages published in each week, allocated for business and advertisement section. The Addis Fortune on its part allocates on average editions more than half of the total pages for advertisement and business issues.

**Research Design and Methodology**

To answer the stated research questions, this study adopted a case study approach. As Stake (1995: 112) notes, cases are chosen and studied because they are considered “instrumentally useful in furthering understanding of a particular problem, issue, or concept.” The study targeted business journalists of two leading daily newspapers in Ethiopia namely The Ethiopian Reporter and The Addis Fortune. Data was mainly collected through face-to-face, semi-structured in-depth interviews with selected business reporters. The in-depth interviews were used to obtain detailed information about specific aspects of the respondents’ work as business journalists. Where appropriate, follow-up questions were asked to gain more depth to answers provided to the study question. This allowed a substantial room for respondents to express themselves more openly and for the researcher to probe explanations (Wimmer and Dominic 2004). Additional information was gathered through in-depth interviews with editors of the two newspapers. This was used not only to complement data from business reporters, but also to get an alternative perspective. At the time of the research, the business desk at The Ethiopian Reporter and The Addis Fortune had 4 and 5 reporters respectively. In total 11 people participated in the study (nine reporters and two editors).

All interviews conducted with reporters and editors were recorded and later transcribed. Given that the interviews produced data in form of verbatim transcripts, the researcher interpreted the meaning of the data and presented it in a critical and coherent manner. The researcher reported those sections of the interviews that shed most light on the research question in narrative form with pertinent quotations used to illustrate major findings of the study.

**Study Findings**

**Motivation for becoming a business journalist**

Analysis of the interview transcripts indicated that the majority of the interviewees came upon business reporting as a career serendipitously. Their transition from general assignment to business reporting did not have a single catalyst. They gave various motivations for choosing business journalism as a career path. Nevertheless, three basic patterns emerged from the interviews; those who became business journalists out of passion for the beat, those who joined the business desk just for the sake of reporting something different, and those who were forced by circumstances.

A reporter of The Ethiopian Reporter belonged to the few that had the initial passion to report business. As he put it:

“The field was uncharted and so [I] wanted to do something unique in Ethiopia journalism, to take up the challenge to help bring awareness among people on various business policies being introduced and implemented and how they affected the country’s development agenda. Also it was the idea to associate with the cream of the world. Economists, business and financial experts are regarded as the top ranks of decision making on issues of the economy. Issues of the economy are regarded as tough and difficult. For belonging to the business desk, one is seen as belonging to unique and special class of journalist. Many reporters would refuse to be on the business desk because they think it is difficult. To be a business reporter is special, one interacts and associates with top notch intelligentsia, people with knowledge about business and the economy.” (Interview, February 2020)

For three reporters at The Addis Fortune and one at The Ethiopian Reporter, the motivation to enter business journalism was the desire to report on something different (to break away) from the usual routine, mainly the emphasis on political reporting. And for two reporters at The Ethiopian Reporter, circumstances forced their entry into business journalism; they were ordered to move to the beat due to shortage of staff on the business desk.

Based on these findings, it can be said that many of the reporters had no initial motivation to venture into business reporting. Only a few had considered it in the first place. The rest were, to say the least, dragged into the field for various reasons cited above. These findings support Marchette (2005) assertion that journalistic specialisation was not compatible to academic disciplines, because there were no formal entry requirements. For the journalists at the two newspapers under study there was no specific academic qualification or any other conditions attached for them to become business reporters.
Recruitment for business reporting

The newspaper editors were asked, “What was the pre-requisite education and training for business reporting? In other words, what criterion was used by the editors for recruiting and re-deploying staff on the business desk?”

Their responses revealed that experience in journalism rather than background knowledge in business or economics was the most important factor considered when media institutions hire business reporters. The Ethiopian Reporter explained that:

“Recruiting staff for the business desk is a challenge because most of the media training institutions do not offer specialized training for business reporting. So usually most of the people that we have hired are those that got basic training in journalism then probably had chances later on for further studies specifically in business and economics news coverage. Most of the time we target those who have had training outside their normal or basic journalism training, and also had opportunities to do short courses in business and economics reporting. In addition we usually also look for some work experience, those who have been on the business desk before.” (Interview, February, 2019).

On the other hand, editor of The Addis Fortune said for business reporting the paper usually targeted people with a relevant first degree and at least with some knowledge of economics or business. The editor observed that it was ideal to target those with an economics degree in economics because this knowledge was vital, citing an example of one of the paper’s business reporters who was an economics graduate from Chancellor College, a constituent college of the University of Ethiopia. Editor of The Ethiopian Reporter said his organization had tried the approach of recruiting economics or business studies graduates since it would have been the best option. But he pointed out that such graduates were usually not settled because they could get more competitive salaries elsewhere. He said economics and business studies graduates found lucrative jobs elsewhere rather than in the media. He said, when they came to the media, it was because they had nowhere to go at that particular time. This editor observed that unless remuneration and work conditions in the media improved to become competitive as those offered by the corporate and financial sector, the chances of maintaining economics and business studies graduates were minimal. Editor of The Addis Fortune agreed with his Reporter counterpart that it was not achievable to get economics and business graduates as they were mostly unwilling to work in the newsroom but instead preferred the corporate world where salaries and conditions were attractive. He added that it had to be understood that these economics and business graduates were not in principal professional journalists by training but just happened to be suited to journalism, hence their primary target was the financial, business and corporate sectors. The editor’s advocating for economics or business graduates as the most ideal for business reporting was contradicted by a very experienced business reporter at The Ethiopian Reporter who argued that he would give priority to an experienced reporter to learn on the job over an economics graduate turned business reporter. To him, the economics or business graduate would fail to communicate information to the masses. He added that the experienced journalist would look at issues with the eye of an ordinary person. Another reporter at The Addis Fortune supported this position that economists or business studies graduates were not best suited for business reporting noting:

“It is true that some people who are economists have ended up being good business journalists. But you also have got cases around where you find people who have never been trained as economists ending up being good business journalists. I think we should first understand who a journalist is; a journalist is a communicator whether it be in science or politics. So in the case of business reporting, it is anybody else who is interested in reporting business news, what is important is to equip them to understand the issues. To me, it is better to have an experienced journalist rather than a graduate economist to report on business. Even if one does not have a background in economics or business studies but if you have an interest in that particular sector then you can turn into a good communicator of those issues. What is important is to be good communicators and interpreters of the issues.”(Interview, February, 2020)

From the sentiments of the two reporters, it can be argued that the position of editors on recruiting business and economics graduates for business reporting seems idealistic. What was more practical and manifested on the ground was that journalism experience surpassed all other considerations. Of the nine business reporters interviewed during the study only one had a degree in economics. This indicated that while economics or business qualification was preferred, it was not attainable and that journalism experience was the most used criterion for recruiting staff for business reporting. The situation at the two Ethiopian newspapers seemed to agree with Reed and Lewin (2005: 14), who noted that it helped if the reporters had experience covering other types of stories before moving over to business, as experienced reporters needed less direction while greener reporters required more mentoring. Nearly four decades ago, Turnstall (1971:24) also made similar observation that in specialist reporting preference had always been on general experience and competence rather than specialized knowledge.
Induction and mentoring newly recruited business reporters

Editors of the two newspapers under study agreed that mentoring for newly deployed reporters on the business desk was an important requirement to have the people orientated to the expectations and mode of operations on that particular desk.

Editor of The Ethiopian Reporter however observed that sometimes formal mentoring was not always possible, especially if the new person came to the desk when more experienced reporters were busy. In that situation, he confessed, de-briefing and mentoring was sometimes overlooked and the new person was left to swim on their own. He said what would be done instead was to constantly give feedback to the concerned person. He noted for example that if there was something which could be improved on, they would be advised accordingly. The editor said the responsibility of mentoring would be left to the business editor because he possessed specialized knowledge in that field. Editor of The Addis Fortune said the process of mentoring on the business beat was the same for reporters on other desks. The only difference was that as part of the mentoring process they were encouraged to read widely literature on business and economics to keep themselves abreast with latest developments. The two editors admitted that induction and mentoring of new recruits was compromised because they were not governed by any written rules but carried out as routine practices when necessary.

However, most reporters expressed concern over lack of mentoring and socialization at the time they joined the business desk. One reporter of The Addis Fortune explained that he was not mentored or inducted in any way on business reporting as the experienced reporters were then not available to do so. A reporter of The Ethiopian Reporter said in the absence of formal mentoring in the early days, he familiarized himself through reading articles in international business newspapers and magazines. Two reporters of The Ethiopian Reporter who had the privilege of being inducted and mentored admitted it was a useful process that nurtured and sharpened their skills.

These findings revealed that while mentoring was an essential process in the professional socialization of business reporters it had not been carried out to the expected levels or in some cases not at all. Most reporters interviewed lamented how they had struggled to cope with demands of the business desk and ended up making mistakes in their writing which could have been avoided if they were formally and properly inducted and mentored. Most newly recruited reporters on the business desk said they had been left to find ways of doing things on their own.

Education and training of business reporters

In this study, education was used to refer to academic qualification that emphasize theoretical aspects while training denoted qualification that focused on practical elements of a profession. Within training, a distinction was also made between short term courses pursued at workshops and seminars, and long-term courses leading to award of a diploma, diploma or degree. In terms of their formal education, findings revealed that the highest academic qualification for one reporter of The Addis Fortune and three of The Ethiopian Reporter were graduates from Addis Ababa University. Two reporters of The Ethiopian Reporter had a diploma in journalism and two certificates, one reporter of The Addis Fortune possessed a bachelor’s degree in economics, while two reporters (one for each paper) possessed bachelor’s degree in journalism. (Refer to Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualification</th>
<th>Number of people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) Diploma in Journalism</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Bachelor’s degree in journalism</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Bachelor’s degree in economics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Academic Qualifications

Source: The author.

The academic qualifications as shown by table above indicate that most business editors ventured into business reporting unprepared without any pre-requisite knowledge and expertise.

Professional Qualifications

All the journalists interviewed indicated having no initial exposure or background knowledge in business or economics except one who had a bachelor’s degree in economics. The rest only possessed qualifications in general journalism ranging from certificate to a bachelor’s degree (Refer to Table 2).
It was because of knowledge gap in business and economics as depicted by the table above that most reporters indicated that short term business reporting courses were critical for them to meet the demands of the beat.

### Professional short courses

All reporters interviewed indicated that they had attended short-term professional training at either a workshop or seminar. Topics covered during such training included the following: reporting corruption, corporate governance, budget reporting and analysis, reporting business news, globalization, understanding the global financial crisis, and reporting. Most of the workshops and seminars, it was observed took place locally and organized by institutions such as the Addis Ababa University, the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia, National Bank of Ethiopia, Ethiopia Revenue Authority, Office of the Director of Public Procurement, Ethiopian Economics Association, Ethiopia Confederation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Network and Institute of Internal Auditors, and the local offices of international institutions such as the World Bank, Canadian International Development Agency and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). Some reporters indicated to have attended such short term courses outside the country organized by international institutions such as the Reuters Foundation, European Union, African Development Bank, among others.

The two editors admitted that due to cash flow problems it became difficult for the media institutions to sponsor reporters for professional training in Ethiopia or outside the country. They instead encouraged reporters to seize opportunities of fully-funded training. They said in some cases their organizations would meet part of the costs such as transportation expenses when the tuition and other costs were paid for. But they emphasised that the initiative had to be with The Ethiopian Reporter to identify and apply for a course and only inform management should they needed support.

### In-house training

Editor of The Ethiopian Reporter added that apart from training offered by other institutions within and outside the country, in-house training is sometimes organized. This usually involved inviting officials of business and economics institutions who would make presentations to the business reporters. He said such presentations supplemented the mentoring and socialization that took place on the desk and had proved very useful. He explained how it was done:

> “We have in the past tried to call people and organizations to come and make presentations on particular areas of business and economics as one way of improving the performance of our business reporters. For example the Economics Association of Ethiopia would do some training for journalists on specifically how they want people to cover economics issues, the Bankers Association of Ethiopia would give a briefing on how to handle issues concerning banks, the Ethiopia Stock Exchange would also hold a training session specifically on how best they could be covered. So business reporters benefit from such presentations” (Interview, February 2020)

The above explanation showed that the media organizations complemented efforts of external organizations in providing training to business reporters. All reporters were unanimous in acknowledging the significance of long and short term professional courses to their business reporting careers. One reporter of The Addis Fortune put it that:

> “When I was going into business reporting I did not have the much needed knowledge and experience, therefore such training have been like eye openers because they helped me understand issues in business and I think they have helped to shape me to where I am now” (Interview, February 2020)

Most reporters said the courses exposed them to new business knowledge, and provided new insight and helped them gain confidence. In one unique case, as part of professional training, one reporter of The Ethiopian Reporter said he had benefited from a six month internship at the business desk of BBC of the Britain media company.

### Membership to professional organizations

Socialization and training through membership to professional association was also mentioned by the business reporters as another useful intervention. One such body was the Ethiopian media council (EMC). In the words of a reporter of The Addis Fortune who claimed the founding member of EMC had contributed tremendously to the quality of business reporting:
“The association has done an incredible job to enhance the professionalization of business journalists through exchange of ideas and public talks where professionals in economics, business and financial sectors present working papers and discuss issues. In addition members have benefited from the association as a forum for networking, interaction, knowledge sharing and discussion of issues to develop business journalism profession, lobbying and negotiating with organizations for training.” (Interview, February, 2012)

In addition to the local organization, other reporters said they were members of international professional bodies such as the African Economics Editors Network, through which they had benefited in form of training, networking and sharing of knowledge and skills with other reporters across the African continent.

Education and training the reporters needed

Despite benefiting from short and long term professional training, the reporters explained that they wished they could undergo more training to enhance their skills especially in aspects they faced challenges. The areas identified included: monetary policy, international financial market systems, globalization, interpreting national budget, bond and commodity markets, interpreting statistics, and analyzing company financial statements. This showed that while the business reporters had undergone some professional training, there existed knowledge gap that required more exposure and training. In a study of 18 west coast newspaper editors and reporters in the United States of America carried out over a decade ago, nearly all agreed that business journalists needed classes or training in business and economics to do their jobs well (Ludwig 2002:129). Going by the study findings, the scenario in the United States appear to hold true to the Ethiopia situation. As articulated by reporters of the two newspapers under study, their exposure to different forms of professional training had significantly improved their capacity to cover business. They indicated that they needed to take classes in business and economics to provide them with tools necessary to do their work properly, although they were mixed responses on what form the courses should take and the specific areas or topics.

II. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Findings of the study established that for most business journalists at the two biweekly and weekly newspapers, there was no initial motivation to venture into business reporting. Most of them began their careers as general reporters and few had considered the choice of business journalism as a career option as there was no initial passion and inspiration. For some it was a matter of moving away from their usual routines especially political reporting while others were forced by circumstances, for example shortage of personnel on the desk. This showed that most of them were to say the least dragged into it for various reasons. The study also revealed that the business reporters had different educational and professional backgrounds and experiences. Although the editors of the two newspapers under study said they preferred business or economics graduates, most of their business journalists at that time did not possess those qualifications. The majority of them had no formal training in business or economics and had to be exposed to the field through short and long term on the job training.

An essential outcome of the study was the recognition that training was one of the central pillars of the professional socialization of business reporters. Kariithi (1995:376) puts it that studies of how African journalists cope with demands of business journalism have found that even without considering the impact of other factors, the writers lacked technical skills for comprehensive reporting and analysis of business issues. The way the business reporters were socialised was reflected on the kind of content they produced. Since an understanding of business and economics issues is a pre-requisite for effective dissemination and interpretation of information to the public, business journalists required to be trained. The study revealed that there were a handful of trained business reporters, hence the added need for more training. However, specialization in business reporting had not fully taken root among Ethiopian journalists. It was noted that lack of adequate specialized training was particularly cardinal. Local institutions that offer journalism education and training did not have specialized programmes targeting business reporting and therefore most of them became business reporters by need other than ability.

To this effect, the school of Journalism and communications, a constituent department of Addis Ababa University of Ethiopia, as a key journalism education and training institution, needed to strengthen its curriculum to accommodate the training of business reporters. The department’s revised curriculum of 2019 which incorporated some business journalism modules was a move in the right direction. As Purdue (2004) observed, until specialised training in business reporting was integrated into journalism programs, a gap would remain between what editors needed and what poorly prepared graduates would deliver.

But more could be done by the the school of journalism and communications of Addis Ababa University and other private journalism and media training institutions by either introducing a specialty programme in business reporting or by allowing specializing from third year of the current general degree programme. Meanwhile, the two newspapers in Ethiopia should continue to provide professional training opportunities through which their business reporters could hone their skills. Also not to be underestimated...
would be the value of what journalists could learn on the job. As the study showed, most of the business journalists joined the beat without any previous knowledge. Therefore induction and mentoring needed to be given special priority. Interviews with reporters and editors attested that on the job training remained a neglected aspect. Therefore induction and mentoring needed to be strengthened and encouraged. Further, the media organizations should hire economists or business studies graduates and train them as business journalists. In the process, their in-depth knowledge of economics and business coupled with an understanding of news reporting would combine to making business news more interesting to the public.

**Areas for Further Research**

This study was an exploratory enquiry into the socialization and training of business reporters in Ethiopia. The findings and interpretations presented in this paper are only the beginning of an important area of study worth pursuing. A lot of questions still exist about business journalism in Ethiopia and these could be answered by embarking on further studies within the sub-field. While this study provided a good snapshot to understanding socialization and training of a group of specialist reporters at the two newspapers, it was narrow in scope. A broader enquiry could be undertaken nationwide targeting business journalists in other newspapers, radio and television stations, as well as magazines. Also an audience reception study could be conducted to investigate public engagement with business news. Such an enquiry would seek answers to the following questions: how does the Ethiopia public understand and use business news? How is business news evaluated by the audience? How much does it contribute to the formation and development of public opinion on the economy? How does it influence civic discussion on other issues affecting society?

**III. CONCLUSION**

A lot of studies have been conducted on business journalism but mainly analysing the content of business reporting. There is however dearth of research targeting people responsible for writing and producing business news. This study is but a small contribution in that regard as it examined the professional socialization and training of business reporters at two leading newspapers in Ethiopia. It has provided a rich picture of how such reporters became what they are. Findings of this study would be useful to editors in needs assessment process for hiring and training business reporters, and for journalism schools in the training of such reporters. It is also hoped that this study would contribute to a knowledge base journalism scholars can draw from when understanding and interrogating the socialization and training of business journalists in an African context in general and Ethiopia in particular.
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